
Our company is looking for an associate, network. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for associate, network

Work with account teams and Research Network teams to drive client
research consumption
Manage pipeline & reporting through use of internal CRM systems
Collaborate with Account Management, Content Operations, Product
Development and Legal across a variety of operational activities
Act as a point of contact for the Advanced Services Organization on Events
that are affecting the Broadcast Operations Applications, Server, Storage,
Database and Network Infrastructure
Monitor incoming communications and various DIRECTV monitoring systems
to ascertain the health of the operations environment, with the ability to
follow pre-defined run books leading to the resolution of events
Follow-up on existing tickets to ensure that actions are being taken to drive
towards a timely resolution
Maintain control of conference bridges and provide direction to team
members engaged in resolution efforts
Communicate with Management on the status of high priority incidents
during the lifecycle of live events
Utilize troubleshooting skills to research, diagnose, and resolve, issues in an
effective and efficient
The Network Specialist will ensure that the LAN/WAN is capable of providing
required services by supporting the network infrastructure through the use of
troubleshooting and problem resolution in a production environment

Qualifications for associate, network
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Professional qualifications in a recognised field with a view to progressing to
Chartered Engineer status if not already achieved
Experience of trip generation/ distribution models
Associate’s degree or equivalent from a technical school
Higher Education background and knowledge with 1-3 years of related
experience and/or training
Must have the ability to work effectively with end-users, gain their
confidence, understand their technical and operational needs and translate
them into viable technical solutions


